Privacy Policy
This privacy policy reflects Heartland Pathology Consultants, PC's strong effort to protect your privacy on the Internet and to respect any information you choose to share when you visit www.heartlandpath.com.

Making a Payment
When you make an online bill payment through this website, the information you submit is securely encrypted using 128-bit SSL technology, the standard on the Internet. Only Heartland Pathology Consultants, PC and its bank-processing agent have access to this information. Credit card information is not saved; it is only used for the transaction you submit. Your name, contact information, and the amount of your payment are saved by Heartland Pathology Consultants, PC for record keeping purposes in a secure database.

Internet log information
Every computer on the Internet is identified by an "IP address". Our website's server logs this information for troubleshooting purposes and to identify which pages are being visited most frequently.

How to contact us
If you want to contact Heartland Pathology Consultants, PC with questions about information you have submitted or mailings you have received, you can do so easily by visiting our Contact web page. For legal and accounting purposes, payment records will remain in our database, which is not stored at this website's online server.